Diaries from dangerous places
Literacy
LEARNING OBJECTIVES

To write from and understand the
perspective of another person

To use contemporary documents to help
write in character
SKILLS TARGETED

Research

Creative writing

Characterisation
 Empathy
RESOURCES

Paper for making diaries
SUGGESTED TIME SCALE

1 session to make diaries – which are
then used for ongoing entries
WHAT THE CHILDREN NEED TO KNOW

Some facts about soldiers going to war
and what they might take with them

Diary writing




Read the children extracts from the
trench scenes in War Horse
Read from contemporary diaries. The
following resources are helpful:

Online there is a very vivid diary by John T
French, who served as a miner in the
trenches.
You could also listen to first-hand spoken
accounts from soldiers (firstworldwar.com
features war veterans talking about their
experience in the trenches).
Step 3
Choose a theme for each piece of diary
writing. For example:

Pleasure of simple things (eg looking
after horses, making a cup of tea, getting
a letter or parcel from home, making
things)

Hardships and boredom of trench life (eg
disease, smells, rats, cold)

“Over the Top” (description of battle,
shelling or gas attack)

Step 1
Explain to the class that when soldiers went
to war they had very small kit bags and hardly
any space for ‘extras’. One important extra
was the soldier’s diary, which was tiny and
could only be used for brief entries – or with
really tiny writing!
The class is going to fold pieces of A4 paper
to make diaries, using the Paul Johnson
method. One piece of A4 paper is folded into
8, and then cut as shown to form a small
book.
There is a short Youtube demonstration
available to watch.
These diaries are very small – they are not for
extended pieces of writing but for short
snatches of energetic creative work. You can
make a special time for writing the diaries –
perhaps blowing an “over-the-top” whistle to
start and stop the session.
Step 2
Find a range of materials to help stimulate the
children’s diary entries. Here are some
suggestions:


Show the class photos and sketches
from the Front (you can use the search
panel to select WW1 diaries, or to find
drawings and paintings that give a vivid
impression of life in the trenches)

SUCCESS CRITERIA

Children will use source material to
stimulate creative writing

They will write empathically and
imaginatively about different war
experiences

They will develop characters for their
writing
War Horse Learning
War Horse drawings by
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MAKING A DIARY
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